Huawei Twitter and Facebook January 26-27

1. Mix & match your outfit with Huawei GentleMonsterEyeswear. Enjoy an audio experience like no other.

2. Great conversation with ORCA Ireland about the work being done to monitor & minimize disturbance to marine wildlife around Ireland. See the great conversation designed in partnership with Huawei and @rainforestCA to make a difference.

3. Have you ever wondered what it'd be like to own a #Mate40Pro5G? @TheShiet says, “you would hold in your hand a technological marvel, a beautiful and intelligent device, thoughtfully created, which sits at the cutting-edge of portable power.”

4. Digitise or Die on Apple Podcasts

5. Hands-on review: Huawei Mate 40 Pro 5G smartphone
Huawei’s latest flagship phone is an excellent handset with a terrific camera, providing you’re happy to live beyond Google’s borders.
Level up your mobile game development with Huawei Computer Graphics Kit.
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Listen to how ORCA Ireland is using AI to monitor & minimize disturbance to marine wildlife around the island.

PODCASTS.APPLE.COM
Digitise or Die on Apple Podcasts
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Meet Tingting, an adventurous engineering graduate who spent 8 years in Africa before becoming an advocate to help spread digital skills and knowledge. How does she do it? Watch to find out.

#WomenInTech #Huawei4Her
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I've always been a curious person
To put it simply, Engineering and Technology call the Huawei #Mate40Pro5G "a technological marvel, a beautiful and intelligent device, thoughtfully created, which sits at the cutting-edge of portable power."

Hands-on review: Huawei Mate 40 Pro 5G smartphone
Huawei's latest flagship phone is an excellent handset with a terrifi...